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Abstract: With the aim of applications to solving general integral equations, we
introduce and study in this paper a special class of bi-Carleman kernels on R × R,
called K∞ kernels of Mercer type, whose property of being infinitely smooth is stable
under passage to certain left and right multiples of their associated integral opera-
tors. An expansion theorem in absolutely and uniformly convergent bilinear series
concerning kernels of this class is proved extending to a general non-Hermitian set-
ting both Mercer’s and Kadota’s Expansion Theorems for positive definite kernels.
Another theorem proved in this paper identifies families of those bounded operators
on a separable Hilbert space H that can be simultaneously transformed by the same
unitary equivalence transformation into bi-Carleman integral operators on L2(R),
whose kernels are K∞ kernels of Mercer type; its singleton version implies in par-
ticular that any bi-integral operator is unitarily equivalent to an integral operator
with such a kernel.
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.1 Introduction and the Main Results
In the theory of general linear integral equations in L2 spaces, the equations with
bounded infinitely differentiable bi-Carleman kernels (termed K∞ kernels) should
and do lend themselves well to solution by approximation and variational methods.
The question of whether a second-kind integral equation with arbitrary kernel can
be reduced to an equivalent one with a K∞ kernel was positively answered using
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a unitary-reduction method by the author [14]. In the present paper, we enrich
the K∞ kernels by imposing an extra condition (Definition 7) that guarantees the
kernels and their partial and strong derivatives to be expandable in absolutely and
uniformly convergent bilinear series which may also be relevant when solving integral
equations. We then show that that condition can always be achieved by means of
a unitary reduction which involves no loss of generality in the study of integral
equations of the second kind.
Before we can write down our main results, we need to fix the terminology and
notation and to give some definitions and preliminary material. Throughout this
paper, H is a complex, separable, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with the inner
product 〈·, ·〉H and the norm ‖·‖H. If L ⊂ H, we write L for the norm closure of L in
H, and Span(L) for the norm closure of the set of all linear combinations of elements
of L. Let R(H) be the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on
H. For an operator A of R(H), A∗ stands for the adjoint to A with respect to
〈·, ·〉H, RanA = {Af | f ∈ H} for the range of A. An operator A ∈ R(H) is said
to be invertible if it has an inverse which is also in R(H), that is, if there is an
operator B ∈ R(H) for which BA = AB = IH where IH is the identity operator on
H; B is denoted by A−1. An operator P ∈ R(H) is called positive and denoted by
P ≥ 0 if 〈Px, x〉H ≥ 0 for all x ∈ H. Also recall that a normal operator A ∈ R(H)
(AA∗ = A∗A) is called diagonal(izable) if H admits an orthonormal basis consisting
of eigenvectors of A. If T ∈ R(H), define the operator families M(T ) and M+(T )
by
M(T ) = (TR(H) ∪ T ∗R(H)) ∩ (R(H)T ∪R(H)T ∗) , (1)
M+(T ) = {P ∈ M(T ) | P ≥ 0}, (2)
where SR(H) = {SV | V ∈ R(H)}, R(H)S = {V S | V ∈ R(H)}. The following are
some simple remarks about families just defined.
Remark 1. First note from (1) that M(S) =M(S∗), and that the set M(S)
is alternatively defined as
M(S) = (SR(H) ∩R(H)S) ∪ (S∗R(H) ∩R(H)S∗)
∪ (SR(H) ∩R(H)S∗) ∪ (S∗R(H) ∩R(H)S) ,
which is the same as saying that an operator A belongs toM(S) if and only if there
exist two operators M , N ∈ R(H) such that at least one of the four relations
A = SM = NS, A = S∗M = NS∗,
A = SM = NS∗, or A = S∗N =MS,
(3)
holds. The family M+(S) can then be characterized as the set of all positive
operators P ∈ R(H) that are expressible as P = SB, or as P = BS, where
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B ∈ R(H), that is to say, M+(S) = {P ∈ SR(H) ∪R(H)S | P ≥ 0}. If, finally,
S ∈ M(T ), then, by (3), there are four operators K, L, Q, R ∈ R(H) such that
M(S) = (TKR(H) ∪ T ∗LR(H)) ∩ (R(H)QT ∗ ∪R(H)RT )), whence it follows via
(1) that M(S) ⊆M(T ), and, consequently, M+(S) ⊆M+(T ).
Definition 2. A factorization of an operator T ∈ R(H) into the product
T =WV ∗, (4)
provided that the operators V , W ∈ R(H) are subject to the provisos
V V ∗ ∈ M+(T ), WW ∗ ∈ M+(T ), (5)
is called an M factorization for T .
Example 3. An ingenuous example of anM factorization for any T ∈ R(H) is
easy to come by. Just put W = UP and V = P , where P is the positive square root
of |T | = (T ∗T )
1
2 and U is the partially isometric factor in the polar decomposition
T = U |T |; since T = WV ∗, WW ∗ = U |T |U∗ = TU∗ = UT ∗ ∈ M+(T ), and
V V ∗ = |T | = T ∗U = U∗T ∈ M+(T ), it follows that the requirements (4), (5) are
satisfied.
The set of regular values for the operator T ∈ R(H), denoted by Π(T ), is the
set of complex numbers λ such that the operator IH − λT is invertible, that is, it
has an inverse Rλ(T ) = (IH − λT )
−1 ∈ R(H) that satisfies
(IH − λT )Rλ(T ) = Rλ(T ) (IH − λT ) = IH. (6)
The operator
Tλ := TRλ(T ) (= Rλ(T )T ) (7)
of M(T ) is then referred to as the Fredholm resolvent of T at λ. Remark that if λ
is a regular value for T , then, for each fixed g ∈ H, the (unique) solution f ∈ H to
the second-kind equation f − λTf = g may be written as
f = g + λTλg. (8)
Let R be the real line (−∞,+∞) equipped with the Lebesgue measure, and let
L2 = L2(R) be the Hilbert space of (equivalence classes of) measurable complex-
valued functions on R equipped with the inner product 〈f, g〉L2 =
∫
R
f(s)g(s) ds and
the norm ‖f‖L2 = 〈f, f〉
1
2 . A linear operator T : L2 → L2 is integral if there is a
complex-valued measurable function T (kernel) on the Cartesian product R2 = R×R
such that
(Tf)(s) =
∫
R
T (s, t)f(t) dt
for every f ∈ L2 and almost every s ∈ R. Recall [5, Theorem 3.10] that integral
operators are bounded, and need not be compact. A kernel T on R2 is said to be
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Carleman if T (s, ·) ∈ L2 for almost every fixed s in R. To each Carleman kernel
T there corresponds a Carleman function t : R → L2 defined by t(s) = T (s, ·) for
all s in R for which T (s, ·) ∈ L2. The Carleman kernel T is called bi-Carleman in
case its conjugate transpose kernel T ′ (T ′(s, t) = T (t, s)) is also a Carleman kernel.
Associated with the conjugate transpose T ′ of every bi-Carleman kernel T there is
therefore a Carleman function t′ : R → L2 defined by t′(s) = T ′(s, ·) (= T (·, s)) for
all s in R for which T ′(s, ·) ∈ L2. With each bi-Carleman kernel T , we therefore
associate the pair of Carleman functions t, t′ : R→ L2, both defined, via T , as above.
An integral operator whose kernel is Carleman (resp., bi-Carleman) is referred to
as the Carleman (resp., bi-Carleman) operator. The integral operator T is called
bi-integral if its adjoint T ∗ is also an integral operator; in that case if T ∗ is the kernel
of T ∗ then, in the above notation, T ∗(s, t) = T ′(s, t) for almost all (s, t) ∈ R2 (see,
e.g., [5, Theorem 7.5]). A bi-Carleman operator is always a bi-integral operator, but
not conversely. Henceforth in this paper, kernels and Carleman functions will always
be denoted by bold-face uppercase and bold-face lowercase letters, respectively.
Remark 4. From the viewpoint of the foundations of integral equation theory,
the bad news about Fredholm resolvents is that the property of being an integral
operator is not shared in general by Fredholm resolvents of integral operators; an
example of an integral operator whose Fredholm resolvent at any non-zero regular
value is not an integral operator can be found in [10], or in [11, Section 5, Theorem 8].
But, fortunately, this phenomenon can never be extended to Carleman operators due
to an algebraic property of these operators, a property which is the content of the so
called “Right-Multiplication Lemma” (see [5, Theorem 11.6] or [8, Corollary IV.2.8]):
Proposition 5. Let T be a Carleman operator, let t be the Carleman function
associated with the inducing Carleman kernel of T , and let A ∈ R
(
L2
)
be arbitrary.
Then the product operator TA is also a Carleman operator, and the composition
function A∗(t(·)) : R→ L2 is the Carleman function corresponding with its kernel.
Thus, by (7), the Fredholm resolvent of a Carleman (resp., bi-Carleman) oper-
ator at its every regular value is always a Carleman (resp., bi-Carleman) operator.
Furthermore, if the operator S is bi-Carleman, then it follows from the above propo-
sition and (3) that the corresponding family M(S) must consist of bi-Carleman op-
erators only. In the general theory of integral equations of the second kind in L2,
that is, equations of the form
f(s)− λ
∫
R
T (s, t)f(t) dt = g(s) for almost all s ∈ R, (9)
it is customary to call the kernel T λ (when it exists) of the Fredholm resolvent Tλ
of a bi-integral operator T , induced on L2 by the kernel T , a resolvent kernel for
T at λ. Once the resolvent kernel T λ comes to be known, one can express the L
2
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solution f to equation (9) in a direct fashion as
f(s) = g(s) + λ
∫
R
T λ(s, t)g(t) dt,
regardless of the particular choice of the function g of L2 (cf. (8)). Therefore, in
the case when the kernel T is Carleman and λ ∈ Π(T ) is arbitrary, the problem
of solving equation (9) may be reduced to the problem of explicitly constructing
(in terms of T ) the resolvent kernel T λ which is a priori known to exist. For a
precise formulation of this latter problem (not solved here) and for comments to the
solution of some of its special cases we refer to the works by Korotkov [9], [11] (in
both the references, see Problem 4 in §5). Here we only recall that as long as a
measurable kernel T of (9) is bi-Carleman but otherwise unrestricted, there seems
to be as yet no analytic machinery for explicitly constructing its resolvent kernel T λ
at all λ ∈ Π(T ). With the objective of making problems like this more tractable,
we propose in the present paper to treat some analytical restrictions which can be
imposed on bi-Carleman kernels T without loss of generality as far as the solving of
such equations as (9) is concerned. These restrictions will be introduced presently
by means of Definitions 6 and 7, and the generality will be preserved using unitary
reductions by means of Theorem 9 below.
Throughout this paper, the symbols C, N, and Z, refer to the complex plane,
the set of all positive integers, and the set of all integers, respectively, and each
of the letters i and j is reserved for all non-negative integers. C(X,B), where B
is a Banach space (with norm ‖ · ‖B), denotes the Banach space (with the norm
‖f‖C(X,B) = supx∈X ‖f(x)‖B) of continuous B-valued functions defined on a locally
compact space X and vanishing at infinity (that is, given any f ∈ C(X,B) and
ε > 0, there exists a compact subset X(ε, f) ⊂ X such that ‖f(x)‖B < ε whenever
x 6∈ X(ε, f)). In addition, we introduce the following notation: if an equivalence
class f ∈ L2 contains a function belonging to C(R,C), we write [f ] to mean that
function, and we denote the i-th derivative of [f ], if exists, by [f ](i). We also say
that the series
∑
n fn is B-absolutely convergent in C(X,B) if fn ∈ C(X,B) (n ∈ N)
and the series
∑
n ‖fn(x)‖B converges in C(X,R) (the sum notation
∑
n will always
be used instead of the more detailed symbol
∑∞
n=1).
Definition 6. A bi-Carleman kernel T : R2 → C is called a K∞ kernel (see
[13]) if it satisfies the three generally independent conditions:
(i) the function T and all its partial derivatives of all orders are in C
(
R
2,C
)
,
(ii) the Carleman function t, t(s) = T (s, ·), and its (strong) derivatives, t(i), of
all orders are in C
(
R, L2
)
,
(iii) the Carleman function t′, t′(s) = T ′(s, ·) = T (·, s), and its (strong) deriva-
tives, (t′)(i), of all orders are in C
(
R, L2
)
.
To deal with K∞ kernels, we let Dir denote the i-th order partial derivative
operator with respect to the r-th variable, and we let Dir1,r2 denote the product
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(in the operator sense) of i factors, each of which is the mixed second-order partial
derivative operator D1r2D
1
r1 , so, for instance, D
2
r1,r2 = D
1
r2D
1
r1D
1
r2D
1
r1 .
Definition 7. Let T be a K∞ kernel and let T be the integral operator it
induces on L2. We say that the K∞ kernel T is of Mercer type if every operator
belonging to M(T ) is an integral operator with a K∞ kernel.
The idea of a counter-example in [12, Section 2] may be used to show that there
might be K∞ kernels which are not of Mercer type. The (in a sense algebraic)
condition on a K∞ kernel for being of Mercer type is of course tailored with specific
applications in mind. One of these is a theorem, the first main result of the present
paper, which asserts, among other things, that any K∞ kernel of Mercer type, along
with all its partial and strong derivatives, is entirely recoverable from the knowledge
of at least one M factorization for its associated integral operator, by means of
bilinear series formulae universally applicable on arbitrary orthonormal bases of L2:
Theorem 8. Let T ∈ R
(
L2
)
be an integral operator, with a kernel T 0 that is
a K∞ kernel of Mercer type. Then at each regular value λ ∈ Π(T )
(a) the Fredholm resolvent Tλ of T is also an integral operator and its kernel,
the resolvent kernel T λ for T 0, is also a K
∞ kernel of Mercer type, and, moreover,
(b) for anyM factorization T =WV ∗ for T and for any orthonormal basis {un}
for L2, the following formulae hold(
Dj2D
i
1T λ
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
[Rλ(T )Wun]
(i) (s)[V un]
(j) (t), (10)
t
(i)
λ (s) =
∑
n
[Rλ(T )Wun]
(i) (s)V un,
(
t′λ
)(j)
(t) =
∑
n
[V un]
(j) (t)Rλ(T )Wun,
(11)
[Tλf ]
(i) (s) =
∑
n
〈f, V un〉L2 [Rλ(T )Wun]
(i) (s), (12)
for all i, j, all s, t ∈ R, and all f ∈ L2, where the series of (10) converges C-absolutely
in C
(
R
2,C
)
, the two series of (11), in which tλ, t
′
λ denote the associated Carleman
functions of T λ, both converge in C
(
R, L2
)
, and the series of (12) converges C-
absolutely in C(R,C).
For the case λ = 0, the results of the theorem have been announced without
proofs in [15, Theorem 4]. In this particular case, Rλ(T ) = IL2 , T λ = T 0, and the
bilinear formula (10) reminds one of Mercer’s (see [16, Theorem 4.24]) and Kadota’s
(see [7]) Theorems; the first theorem, recall, is about absoluteness and uniformity of
convergence of bilinear (orthogonal) eigenfunction expansions for continuous com-
pactly supported kernels of positive integral operators, and the second is about
term-by-term differentiability of those expansions while retaining the absolute and
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the uniform convergence. The similarity is closest when Theorem 8 is applied to a
diagonal operator T by taking as T =WV ∗ theM factorization of Example 3 and as
{un} any orthonormal basis with respect to which T is diagonalizable, because then
formula (10) (with λ = 0) reduces, after a computation, to a bilinear eigenfunction
expansion, (
Dj2D
i
1T 0
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
λn [un]
(i) (s)[un]
(j) (t),
converging C-absolutely in C
(
R
2,C
)
. Applied within the same setting, formula
(12) looks like: [Tf ](i) (s) =
∑
n λn 〈f, un〉L2 [un]
(i) (s) in the sense of C-absolute
convergence in C (R,C), and gives something very akin to Schmidt’s Theorem, see
[16, Theorem 4.22]. In the general non-diagonalizable case, it is therefore natural to
view formulae (10), (12) as a “necessary substitute” for the above classical diagonal
ones, justifying the name chosen for the kernels defined in Definitions 6 and 7.
Formulae (10), (11) do not, of course, solve the problem (mentioned at the end of
Remark 4) of explicitly constructing the resolvent kernel T λ for T 0, but succeed in
reducing it to one of explicitly finding at most countably many functions Rλ(T )Wun,
V un (n ∈ N), which we do not yet know how to resolve. Nevertheless, the formulae
in Theorem 8 may (hopefully) prove quite interesting from a theoretical perspective
in terms of developing a general scheme for bilinearly representing integral kernels
via the use of the operators that they define but ignoring, if needed, the explicit
knowledge about the spectra of those operators.
The proof of Theorem 8 is given in Section 2 below and actually proves a some-
what looser version of it, which will be formulated later, in Section 3, as Corollary 11.
This corollary is of the same sort as Theorem 8, but, among others, we have relaxed
the M factoring assumption (5) about the operators W , V being used in formulae
(10)-(12). In Section 3, we also try to give a unified view of various bilinear ex-
pansion theorems which involve the use of canonical forms of operators, by deriving
them as consequences of (the proof of) Theorem 8.
At first glance it may seem that the conditions defining K∞ kernel of Mercer
type are not only hardly verifiable, but also very artifical and rather contrived, and
also that for most applications it is too restrictive to confine oneself to such kernels.
It is somewhat surprising, therefore, to discover the fact that any bi-integral operator
can be made to have as its kernel a K∞ kernel of Mercer type. For the interpretation
of the corresponding result, it is helpful to recall the notion of a unitary equivalence.
A bounded linear operator U : H → L2 is said to be unitary if RanU = L2 and
〈Uf,Ug〉L2 = 〈f, g〉H for all f , g ∈ H. An operator S ∈ R(H) is said to be unitarily
equivalent to an operator T ∈ R
(
L2
)
if a unitary operator U : H → L2 exists
such that T = USU−1. It is also relevant to mention the fact that a necessary and
sufficient condition that an operator S ∈ R(H) be unitarily equivalent to a (general)
bi-Carleman integral operator is that there exist an orthonormal sequence {en} in
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H such that
‖Sen‖H → 0, ‖S
∗en‖H → 0 as n→∞ (13)
(or, equivalently, that 0 belong to the essential spectrum of SS∗+S∗S). This fact was
first stated by von Neumann in [17] for self-adjoint operators and was then extended
by Korotkov to the general case (see [8, Theorem III.2.7], [5, Theorem 15.14]). Recall
[5, Theorem 15.11] that the class of operators satisfying (13) includes all bi-integral
operators when the Hilbert space H is L2, or in general L2(Y, µ) associated with
a positive, σ-finite, separable, and not purely atomic, measure µ. The bi-integral
operators, on the other hand, are generally involved in second-kind integral equations
(like (9)) in L2(Y, µ), as the adjoint equations to such equations are customarily
required to be integral.
It is pleasant to know that the same condition as (13) proves necessary and
sufficient for the operator S to be unitarily equivalent to a bi-Carleman operator
generated by a K∞ kernel of Mercer type. The second principal result of the present
paper, Theorem 9 below, both states this fact and characterizes families incorporat-
ing those operators in R(H) that can be simultaneously transformed by the same
unitary equivalence transformation into bi-Carleman integral operators having as
kernels K∞ kernels of Mercer type.
Theorem 9. Suppose that for an operator family S = {Sγ}γ∈G ⊂ R(H) with
an index set of arbitrary cardinality there exists an orthonormal sequence {en} in
H such that
lim
n→∞
sup
γ∈G
‖Sγen‖H = 0, limn→∞
sup
γ∈G
‖(Sγ)
∗ en‖H = 0. (14)
Then there exists a unitary operator U : H → L2 such that all the operators Tγ =
USγU
−1 (γ ∈ G) and their linear combinations are bi-Carleman operators on L2,
whose kernels are K∞ kernels of Mercer type.
This result has recently been published without proof in [15, Theorem 3]. Sec-
tion 4 of the present paper is entirely devoted to proving Theorem 9. The method
of proof yields a technique for constructing that unitary operator U : H → L2 whose
existence the theorem asserts. The technique uses no spectral properties of the op-
erators Sγ , other than their joint property imposed in (14), to determine the action
of U by specifying two orthonormal bases, of H and of L2, one of which is meant to
be the image by U of the other, the basis for L2 may be chosen to be an infinitely
smooth wavelet basis.
.2 Proof of Theorem 8
(a) Use (1), (7), and the invertibility of Rλ(T ), to see that
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M(Tλ) =
(
TRλ(T )R
(
L2
)
∪ T ∗ (Rλ(T ))
∗
R
(
L2
))
∩
(
R
(
L2
)
Rλ(T )T ∪R
(
L2
)
(Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗
)
=M(T ),
for each λ ∈ Π(T ). Now the first assertion in the theorem is immediate from
Definition 7.
(b) This part of the proof proves the second assertion in the theorem, and is
divided into four steps. The first three steps are to establish formulae (10)-(12) for
the case in which λ = 0. Step 4 takes care of the case of an arbitrary regular λ.
Throughout what follows let {un} be an arbitrary but fixed orthonormal basis
for L2, and let W , V be arbitrary but likewise fixed operators of R
(
L2
)
such that
both F = V V ∗ and G = WW ∗ are in M+(T ), and T = WV ∗. We then let F , G
denote the K∞ kernels of the integral positive operators F , G, respectively.
Step 1. A convenient way to begin the proof of assertion (b) for λ = 0 is to
assume for the moment that the following properties of the function systems {V un},
{Wun} hold true:
(A) [V un]
(i), [Wun]
(i) ∈ C(R,C), for all n ∈ N and all i,
(B) the series
∑
n
∣∣∣[V un](i)∣∣∣2, ∑n ∣∣∣[Wun](i)∣∣∣2 converge in C(R,C), for all i.
Having made these assumptions, the first thing to do is to establish the existence
of a K∞ kernel H , with associated Carleman functions h and h′, such that, for all
i, j, (
Dj2D
i
1H
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
[Wun]
(i) (s)[V un]
(j) (t) (15)
with the series converging C-absolutely in C
(
R
2,C
)
, and
h(i)(s) =
∑
n
[Wun]
(i) (s)V un,
(
h′
)(j)
(t) =
∑
n
[V un]
(j) (t)Wun, (16)
in the sense of convergence in C
(
R, L2
)
. For this purpose, invoke the inequalities(
r∑
n=p
∣∣∣[Wun](i) (s)[V un](j) (t)∣∣∣
)2
≤
r∑
n=p
∣∣∣[Wun](i) (s)∣∣∣2 r∑
n=p
∣∣∣[V un](j) (t)∣∣∣2 ,∥∥∥∥∥
r∑
n=p
[Wun]
(i) (s)V un
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
≤ ‖V ‖2
r∑
n=p
∣∣∣[Wun](i) (s)∣∣∣2 ,∥∥∥∥∥
r∑
n=p
[V un]
(j) (t)Wun
∥∥∥∥∥
2
L2
≤ ‖W‖2
r∑
n=p
∣∣∣[V un](j) (t)∣∣∣2
to infer, via (A) and (B), that the series of (15) and of (16) do indeed converge in the
senses above. Then apply the corresponding theorems on termwise differentiation of
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series to conclude that functions H of C
(
R
2,C
)
and h, h′ of C
(
R, L2
)
, defined as
H(s, t) =
∑
n
[Wun] (s)[V un] (t),
h(s) = H(s, ·) =
∑
n
[Wun] (s)V un,
h′(t) = H(·, t) =
∑
n
[V un] (t)Wun,
(17)
have the desired expansions (15), (16) for all i, j, and hence that
Dj2D
i
1H ∈ C
(
R
2,C
)
, h(i),
(
h′
)(j)
∈ C
(
R, L2
)
(18)
for all i, j. Since, moreover, each mixed partial derivative of [Wun] (s)[V un] (t) is
everywhere independent of the sequence in which the partial differentiations with
respect to s and t are carried out, it follows that not only those of the form as in
(18) but also all other partial derivatives of H belong to C
(
R
2,C
)
, hereby showing
conclusively that H is a K∞ kernel.
Now fix any f ∈ L2, and observe then that
Tf =WV ∗f =
∑
n
〈f, V un〉L2 Wun, (19)
where the series converges to Tf in L2. On the other hand, the convergence proper-
ties of the series of (17) make it possible to write, for each temporarily fixed s ∈ R,
the following chain of relations
∑
n
〈f, V un〉L2 [Wun] (s) =
〈
f,
∑
n
[Wun] (s)V un
〉
L2
=
∫
R
(∑
n
[Wun] (s)[V un] (t)
)
f(t) dt =
∫
R
H(s, t)f(t) dt. (20)
Because of the assumptions (A), (B) made about the functions [Wun], and also
because of the inequality(
r∑
n=p
∣∣∣〈f, V un〉L2 [Wun](i) (s)∣∣∣
)2
≤
r∑
n=p
|〈V ∗f, un〉L2 |
2
r∑
n=p
∣∣∣[Wun](i) (s)∣∣∣2 ,
the first series of (20) is C-absolutely convergent in C(R,C) and can be differentiated
termwise any number of times while retaining this type of convergence. Comparison
of (19) with (20) shows then that the series representation (12) holds with λ = 0 for
all i, and that
(Tf)(s) =
∫
R
H(s, t)f(t) dt for almost every s ∈ R.
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Since f ∈ L2 was arbitrary, the latter equality means that the operator T (which is
equal to the Fredholm resolvent Tλ at λ = 0) is an integral operator with the function
H as its kernel, so, by the uniqueness of the kernel, H = T 0 in the C
(
R
2,C
)
sense,
and h = t0, h
′ = t′0 in the C
(
R, L2
)
sense. The final conclusion is thus that, when
λ = 0, assertion (b) in the theorem will follow once we show that the functions V un,
Wun (n ∈ N) do in fact enjoy properties (A) and (B). This is the object of the next
two steps.
Step 2. This step consists of proving that, under the assumptions made about V
and W prior to Step 1, the series convergence properties stated in (B) always hold
whenever the function properties stated in (A) are met, that is, that (A) implies
(B). The proof is further given only for the first series of (B), as the proof for the
second series,
∑
n
∣∣∣[Wun](i)∣∣∣2, is entirely similar.
If ℓ is a non-negative integer, m is a positive integer, and Q = [a, b] × [c, d] is a
compact rectangle of R2, we define the three quantities
q1(Q,m; ℓ) =
∫∫
Q
(Dℓ1,2F) (s, t)− ∑
n≤m
[V un]
(ℓ) (s)[V un]
(ℓ) (t)
 ds dt, (21)
q2(Q,m; ℓ) =
∑
n>m
b∫
a
[V un]
(ℓ) (s) ds
d∫
c
[V un]
(ℓ) (t) dt, (22)
q3(Q,m; ℓ) =
∫∫
Q
(∑
n>m
[V un]
(ℓ) (s)[V un]
(ℓ) (t)
)
ds dt, (23)
and prove that, for each ℓ,
q1(Q,m; ℓ) = q2(Q,m; ℓ) for all Q and all m. (24)
First, for this purpose, utilize the L2 representation
Ff = V V ∗f =
∑
n
〈f, V un〉L2 V un (f ∈ L
2)
in order to write, for each Q and m,
q1(Q,m; 0)
=
∑
n
〈
V un, χ[a,b]
〉
L2
〈
χ[c,d], V un
〉
L2
−
∑
n≤m
〈
V un, χ[a,b]
〉
L2
〈
χ[c,d], V un
〉
L2
=
∑
n>m
〈
V un, χ[a,b]
〉
L2
〈
χ[c,d], V un
〉
L2
= q2(Q,m; 0),
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where χE denotes the characteristic function of a set E. This implies that the
identity (24) holds with ℓ = 0. Proceeding by induction over ℓ, suppose identity
(24) to be satisfied for some fixed ℓ. The stage is now set for the induction step.
It is first necessary to remark that the integrand in (21) must be non-negative
on the main diagonal of R2, that is, denoting the integrand by F ℓm(s, t):
F ℓm(s, s) =
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(s, s)−
∑
n≤m
∣∣∣[V un](ℓ) (s)∣∣∣2 ≥ 0 for all s ∈ R. (25)
Indeed, if it were not so, there would exist a square Q′, with centre at some point on
the main diagonal of R2 and sides parallel to the coordinate axes, such that its cor-
responding quantity q1(Q
′,m; ℓ) would be negative, contradicting the non-negativity
of q2(Q
′,m; ℓ) which in turn would be implied by coincidence of the integration in-
tervals on the right side of (22). In more detail, if F ℓm(s0, s0) = −2δ for some s0
and δ > 0, then by the continuity of F ℓm on R
2, which follows from that of Dℓ1,2F
and from property (A), there is a square Q′,
Q′ =
{
(s, t) ∈ R2 : |s− s0| ≤ ε/2, |t− s0| ≤ ε/2
}
(ε > 0)
in which ReF ℓm(s, t) < −δ. By the induction hypothesis∫∫
Q′
F ℓm(s, t) ds dt = q1(Q
′,m; ℓ) = q2(Q
′,m; ℓ) ≥ 0 (26)
so 0 ≤
∫∫
Q′
ReF ℓm(s, t) ds dt < −δε
2 < 0, a contradiction. (Note: that the diagonal
value, F ℓm(s, s), of the integrand in (21) at any point s ∈ R and the value of the
integral in (26) taken over any square like Q′ = [a, b]× [a, b] both have, for any ℓ and
m, a zero imaginary part comes from the Hermiticity of F ℓm, F
ℓ
m(s, t) = F
ℓ
m(t, s) for
all s, t ∈ R. This latter property is mainly inherited from that of F (F (s, t) = F (t, s)
for all s, t ∈ R because of the self-adjointness of F ) thanks to assumption (i) about
F , as follows:
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(s, t) =
(
Dℓ2,1F
)
(t, s) =
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(t, s) for all s, t ∈ R.)
Further, it is seen from (25) that, for each m, there is the inequality∑
n≤m
∣∣∣[V un](ℓ) (s)∣∣∣2 ≤ (Dℓ1,2F) (s, s) ≤ Cℓ = sup
s∈R
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(s, s) (s ∈ R), (27)
from which it follows in particular that the series in the integrand of (23) is termwise
integrable, implying (via (22) and (24)) that q1(Q,m; ℓ) = q3(Q,m; ℓ) for all m and
all Q. In turn, this new identity implies that(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
[V un]
(ℓ) (s)[V un]
(ℓ) (t) (28)
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almost everywhere in R2. The series here converges by (27) uniformly in each vari-
able separately for all values of the other, and its sum-function, denoted by Sℓ, is
therefore a continuous function of either argument. One can now appeal directly to a
subtle Example 2 from [18, Ch. 14, pp. 545-546], as applied to functions f1 = D
ℓ
1,2F
and f2 = Sℓ, in order to be sure that(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(s, s) =
∑
n
∣∣∣[V un](ℓ) (s)∣∣∣2 for all s ∈ R. (29)
Since
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(s, s) → 0 as |s| → ∞, Dini’s Monotone Convergence Theorem may
now be applied to the 1-point compactification of R, to yield the conclusion that
the series of (29) does converge in C(R,C) (compare this result with property (B)).
In particular, it follows that the series of (28) is converging in C
(
R
2,C
)
to Dℓ1,2F .
That, in turn, justifies the following computation
q1(Q,m; ℓ+ 1)
=
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(b, d) −
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(b, c) −
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(a, d) +
(
Dℓ1,2F
)
(a, c)
−
∑
n≤m
(
[V un]
(ℓ) (b)− [V un]
(ℓ) (a)
)(
[V un]
(ℓ) (d) − [V un]
(ℓ) (c)
)
=
∑
n
(
[V un]
(ℓ) (b)[V un]
(ℓ) (d)− [V un]
(ℓ) (b)[V un]
(ℓ) (c)
− [V un]
(ℓ) (a)[V un]
(ℓ) (d) + [V un]
(ℓ) (a)[V un]
(ℓ) (c)
)
−
∑
n≤m
(
[V un]
(ℓ) (b)− [V un]
(ℓ) (a)
)(
[V un]
(ℓ) (d) − [V un]
(ℓ) (c)
)
=
∑
n>m
(
[V un]
(ℓ) (b)− [V un]
(ℓ) (a)
)(
[V un]
(ℓ) (d) − [V un]
(ℓ) (c)
)
= q2(Q,m; ℓ+ 1),
which proves that (24) with ℓ+1 instead of ℓ holds true for allm and Q = [a, b]×[c, d].
Therefore, by induction, the identity (24) is true for every non-negative integer ℓ.
Hence, as (24) implies the C(R,C) convergence of the series of (29) by what has
just been seen in the course of the induction step, the first series of (B) converges
in C(R,C) for each fixed i.
Step 3. In this step, the proof of assertion (b) will be completed for λ = 0, by
showing that, under the conditions laid on V and W at the beginning of the proof,
property (A) always holds. We shall restrict ourselves to dealing only with the
functions V un (n ∈ N), because the proof of (A) for Wun (n ∈ N) can be obtained
in a similar way, but using respectively RanW ∗ and G instead of RanV ∗ and F .
Choose {vk} to be an orthonormal basis for the subspace Ran V ∗, with the
property that {vk} ⊂ RanV
∗, and let {u˜n} be any orthonormal basis for L
2 such
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that {vk} ⊂ {u˜n}. Observe that vk ∈ RanV
∗ implies V vk = Ffk for some fk ∈ L
2.
Therefore, by property (ii) for the Carleman function f(s) = F (s, ·), there is in the
equivalence class V vk a function of C(R,C), namely [V vk] (s) = 〈fk,f(s)〉L2 (s ∈ R),
such that its every derivative, [V vk]
(i) (·) =
〈
fk,f
(i)(·)
〉
L2
, is also in C(R,C). Then,
since every V u˜n is equal either to V vk, for some k, or to the zero function and
therefore all V u˜n satisfy (A), the reasoning of Step 2 can be applied to the function
system {V u˜n} in place of {V un} in order to arrive at the conclusion that, for each
i, the series
∑
n
∣∣∣[V u˜n](i)∣∣∣2 converges in C(R,C) (cf. (B)). After that, one can
conclude immediately that each series of the form
∑
n 〈f, u˜n〉L2 [V u˜n]
(i) (f ∈ L2)
also converges in C(R,C), and hence defines a C(R,C) function, which is nothing
else than [V f ](i) because V f =
∑
n 〈f, u˜n〉L2 V u˜n in the sense of convergence in L
2.
In particular, [V un]
(i) ∈ C(R,C), for all n ∈ N and all i.
Step 4. Now let λ be an arbitrary non-zero regular value for T , and factorize
the Fredholm resolvent Tλ of T at λ in the form Tλ =WλV
∗ where Wλ = Rλ(T )W
(see (7), (4)). This factorization need not be anM factorization for Tλ. If, however,
the operator Gλ = Wλ (Wλ)
∗ is known to be integral with a K∞ kernel, then the
previous three steps of the proof may easily be adapted, with Wλ written instead of
W , to show that the formulae (10)-(12) all hold exactly as stated in the theorem.
Let us therefore focus attention on the operator Gλ. That this operator is
Carleman follows form the representation
Gλ =Wλ (Wλ)
∗ = G+ λTRλ(T )G + λ¯G (Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗
+ |λ|2 TRλ(T )G (Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗ (30)
which may be established with the aid of the equality Rλ(T ) = IL2 + λTRλ(T )
(cf. (6)), and in which each term is a Carleman operator by the right-multiplication
lemma. In addition, if g is the Carleman function corresponding with the K∞ kernel
G of the integral operator G =WW ∗, then the function gλ : R→ L
2 defined by
gλ(·) = g(·) + λ¯ (Rλ(T )G)
∗ (t0(·)) + λ ((Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗)
∗
(g(·))
+ |λ|2 (Rλ(T )G (Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗)
∗
(t0(·))
can be regarded as a Carleman function associated with the Carleman kernel of Gλ,
by Proposition 5 again. Since, for each i,
g(i), t
(i)
0 ,
(
t′0
)(i)
∈ C
(
R, L2
)
, (31)
it follows that
g
(i)
λ (·) = g
(i)(·) + λ¯ (Rλ(T )G)
∗
(
t
(i)
0 (·)
)
+ λ ((Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗)
∗
(
g(i)(·)
)
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+ |λ|2 (Rλ(T )G (Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗)
∗
(
t
(i)
0 (·)
)
∈ C
(
R, L2
)
, (32)
because the operators Rλ(T ), G, and T , are bounded. Analogously, for each i,
((Rλ(T ))
∗ (t0(·)))
(i)
= (Rλ(T ))
∗
(
t
(i)
0 (·)
)
∈ C
(
R, L2
)
,
(Rλ(T )(g(·)))
(i) = Rλ(T )
(
g(i)(·)
)
∈ C
(
R, L2
)
,
Rλ(T )G (Rλ(T ))
∗ (t0(·)))
(i) = Rλ(T )G (Rλ(T ))
∗
(
t
(i)
0 (·)
)
∈ C
(
R, L2
)
.
(33)
Note also that each of the last three terms in (30) is a product of two Carleman
operators. From this it becomes possible to express the inducing Carleman kernel
Gλ of Gλ by means of convolutions as follows:
Gλ(s, t) = G(s, t) + λ 〈g(t), (Rλ(T ))
∗ (t0(s))〉L2 + λ¯
〈
t′0(t), Rλ(T )(g(s))
〉
L2
+ |λ|2
〈
t′0(t), Rλ(T )G (Rλ(T ))
∗ (t0(s))
〉
L2
.
Then, for each fixed i, j, a partial differentiation of Gλ yields, after the equalities
of (33) are taken into account, the following equality on R2:(
Dj2D
i
1Gλ
)
(s, t) =
(
Dj2D
i
1G
)
(s, t) + λ
〈
g(j)(t), (Rλ(T ))
∗
(
t
(i)
0 (s)
)〉
L2
+ λ¯
〈(
t′0
)(j)
(t), Rλ(T )
(
g(i)(s)
)〉
L2
+ |λ|2
〈(
t′0
)(j)
(t), Rλ(T )G (Rλ(T ))
∗
(
t
(i)
0 (s)
)〉
L2
;
clearly we are free to compute each term on the right-hand side here by alternatively
applying D12 and D
1
1 in any order we please. Hence, according to (31), (33), and by
the continuity of the inner product, the partial derivatives ofGλ are all in C
(
R
2,C
)
.
This acquisition in conjunction with (32) implies that Gλ is a K
∞ kernel, thereby
completing the proof of assertion (b) of the theorem.
.3 Corollaries and Applications
Remark 10. An easier way to see that Gλ = Wλ (Wλ)
∗ in (30) is an integral
operator with a K∞ kernel is by making more use of the assumption in Theorem 8
that the K∞ kernel T 0 of T is of Mercer type, that is, that the operator family
M(T ) consists only of integral operators with K∞ kernels. The argument might be
as follows: the first and last terms in the right-hand side of (30) clearly both belong
to M+(T ) (see (5) and Remark 1). The second term λTRλ(T )G, and hence its
adjoint λ¯G (Rλ(T ))
∗ T ∗ (which is just the third one), does belong to M(T ), because
λTRλ(T )G = λTRλ(T )B
∗T ∗ ∈ TR
(
L2
)
∩ R
(
L2
)
T ∗ ⊂ M(T ) or λTRλ(T )G =
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λTRλ(T )BT ∈ TR
(
L2
)
∩R
(
L2
)
T ⊂M(T ) according as G = TB or G = BT (see
again Remark 1). Each summand on the right of (30) is thus an integral operator
with a K∞ kernel and hence so is Gλ itself.
In addition to Remark 10 let us confess that also in the course of the whole proof
of assertion (b) in Theorem 8 we have not used the full strength of the assumption on
the K∞ kernel T 0 of being of Mercer type, but only a consequence of it, namely the
existence of inducing K∞ kernels for F = V V ∗ and G =WW ∗, whenever T =WV ∗
is an M factorization for T . So what that proof really proves is the following, more
general, result intended for the case where T = WV ∗ is not necessarily an M
factorization for, at first, not necessarily integral T .
Corollary 11. Suppose that an operator T ∈ R
(
L2
)
has a factorization into
a product T = WV ∗ (V,W ∈ R
(
L2
)
) such that both F = V V ∗ and G = WW ∗
are integral operators with K∞ kernels. Then at each regular value λ ∈ Π(T ) the
Fredholm resolvent Tλ of T is an integral operator and its kernel T λ is a K
∞ kernel.
Moreover, for any orthonormal basis {un} for L
2, the following formulae hold(
Dj2D
i
1T λ
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
[Rλ(T )Wun]
(i) (s)[V un]
(j) (t), (34)
t
(i)
λ (s) =
∑
n
[Rλ(T )Wun]
(i) (s)V un,
(
t′λ
)(j)
(t) =
∑
n
[V un]
(j) (t)Rλ(T )Wun,
(35)
[Tλf ]
(i) (s) =
∑
n
〈f, V un〉L2 [Rλ(T )Wun]
(i) (s), (36)
for all i, j, all s, t ∈ R, and all f ∈ L2, where the series of (34) converges C-
absolutely in C
(
R
2,C
)
, the two series of (35) both converge in C
(
R, L2
)
, and the
series of (36) converges C-absolutely in C(R,C).
The proof is exactly the same as the proof given in the previous section for asser-
tion (b) of Theorem 8. Corollary 11 also opens a slightly different, but equivalent,
way to define a K∞ kernel of Mercer type, involving familiesM+(·) in place ofM(·)
(cf. Definition 7):
Corollary 12. An operator T ∈ R
(
L2
)
is an integral operator with a K∞
kernel of Mercer type if and only if the family M+(T ) consists only of integral
operators with K∞ kernels.
Proof. The “only if” is immediate from the inclusion M+(T ) ⊂M(T ). For the
proof of the “if”, assume that every operator A ∈ M+(T ) is an integral operator
with a K∞ kernel. If S ∈ M(T ), it is to be proved that S is an integral operator
with a K∞ kernel. For this, let S = WV ∗ be an M factorization for S, where,
according to (5) and Remark 1, V V ∗, WW ∗ ∈ M+(S) ⊆ M+(T ). Then it follows
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by assumption that both F = V V ∗ and G =WW ∗ are integral operators with K∞
kernels. Apply Corollary 11 to the operator S = WV ∗ and when λ = 0 conclude
that S is an integral operator with a K∞ kernel. The corollary is proved.
Remark 13. The next result, Dostanic´’s [1]-[2] extension of Mercer’s Theorem
to a class of continuous non-Hermitian kernels on [0, 1]2, deserves mention because it
turns out to also fit into the general bilinear expansion scheme proved in Section 2.
Proposition 14. If T = H
(
IL2(0,1) + S
)
, where H ≥ 0, S = S∗ are inte-
gral operators induced on L2(0, 1) by continuous kernels on [0, 1]2, and if either (I)
IL2(0,1) + S is positive and invertible, or (II) IL2(0,1) + S is invertible and H is one-
to-one, then the kernel T 0 of the integral operator T is represented on [0, 1]
2 by the
absolutely and uniformly convergent series
T 0(s, t) =
∑
n
λnψn(s)ϕn(t), (37)
where {ψn} and {ϕn} are biorthogonal systems of eigenfunctions for T and for T
∗,
respectively: Tψn = λnψn, T
∗ϕm = λmϕm, 〈ψn, ϕm〉L2(0,1) = δnm (Kronecker delta).
The proof of this result rests on an eigenvalue-eigenfunction analysis (see, e.g.,
[4, Chapter 5, §8]) of compact operators that are self-adjoint with respect to the
definite or indefinite inner product [f, g]L2(0,1) = 〈(IL2(0,1) + S)f, g〉L2(0,1) according
as case (I) or case (II) is in question. Alternatively, the result may be proved
without direct recourse to that analysis by using a factorization argument similar to
that used for Theorem 8(b); a possible outline of a proof may be roughly sketched
as follows. First note that the integral operator T in Proposition 14 has an M
factorization T = WV ∗ such that both V V ∗ and WW ∗ are integral operators with
continuous kernels on [0, 1]2. Indeed, define the factors by V = (IL2(0,1) + S)
1
2Λ
1
2 ,
W = (IL2(0,1) + S)
− 1
2Λ
1
2 , where Λ = (IL2(0,1) + S)
1
2H(IL2(0,1) + S)
1
2 , in case (I),
or by V = (IL2(0,1) + S)H
1
2 , W = H
1
2 in case (II); in both cases, then, V V ∗ =
(IL2(0,1) + S)T , WW
∗ = T (IL2(0,1) + S)
−1 = H, and T = WV ∗, where the integral
operatorsH, S, and T , are known to have continuous kernels. Having thus factorized
the integral operator T , it can be proved by adapting arguments in Section 2 that
any series of the form
∑
nWun(s)V un(t), where {un} is an orthonormal basis in
L2(0, 1), converges absolutely and uniformly to the kernel T 0 of T . Thus, in order
to prove the desired convergence behavior of representation (37) in Proposition 14, it
suffices to prove that λnψn(s)ϕn(t) =Wun(s)V un(t) (n ∈ N) for some orthonormal
basis {un}. It is a straightforward calculation to show that in case (I) (resp., (II))
such a {un} can be chosen to be an orthonormal basis in L
2(0, 1) with respect
to which the compact, self-adjoint operator (IL2(0,1) + S)
1
2H(IL2(0,1) + S)
1
2 (resp.,
H
1
2 (IL2(0,1)+S)H
1
2 ) diagonalizes (see proof of Corollary 15 below for more details).
The following generalization of Proposition 14 is included as an application of
Corollary 11.
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Corollary 15. Let T = H (IL2 + S), where 0 ≤ H ∈ R
(
L2
)
, S ∈ R(L2), and
both H and (IL2 + S
∗)H(IL2 + S) are integral operators with K
∞ kernels. Then at
each regular value λ ∈ Π(T ) the Fredholm resolvent Tλ of T is an integral operator
whose kernel T λ is a K
∞ kernel. If, in addition, Λ = H
1
2 (IL2 + S)H
1
2 is a diagonal
operator with diagonal entries λ1, λ2, λ3, . . . , then there are functions ψn, ϕn (n ∈
N) in L2 for which the following formulae hold: Tψn = λnψn, T
∗ϕm = λ¯mϕm,
〈ψn, ϕm〉L2 = λnδnm for all n, m ∈ N, and(
Dj2D
i
1T λ
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
1
1− λλn
[ψn]
(i) (s)[ϕn]
(j) (t), (38)
t
(i)
λ (s) =
∑
n
1
1− λλn
[ψn]
(i) (s)ϕn,
(
t′λ
)(j)
(t) =
∑
n
1
1− λλn
[ϕn]
(j) (t)ψn,
(39)
[Tλf ]
(i) (s) =
∑
n
1
1− λλn
〈f, ϕn〉L2 [ψn]
(i) (s), (40)
for all λ ∈ Π(T ), all i, j, and all s, t ∈ R, and all f ∈ L2, where the series of
(38) converges C-absolutely in C
(
R
2,C
)
, the two series of (39) both converge in
C
(
R, L2
)
, and the series of (40) converges C-absolutely in C(R,C).
Proof. Put W = H
1
2 , V = (IL2 + S
∗)H
1
2 , and let the orthonormal basis {un}
for L2 allow the diagonal operator Λ = H
1
2 (IL2 + S)H
1
2 to be written as
Λ =
∑
n
λn 〈·, un〉L2 un. (41)
Since, by assumption, both operators WW ∗ = H and V V ∗ = (IL2 + S
∗)H(IL2 + S)
are integral and are defined by K∞ kernels, Corollary 11 can be applied with re-
spect to factorization T = H(IL2 + S) = WV
∗ and basis {un} to conclude that
the Fredholm resolvent Tλ of T is an integral operator, with a kernel T λ that is
a K∞ kernel for which the expansion formulae (34)-(36) hold. By the change of
notation: ψn = Wun, ϕn = V un (n ∈ N), these formulae can be rewritten in forms
(38)-(40), respectively, because then Tψn = H(IL2 + S)H
1
2un = H
1
2Λun = λnψn
by (41), and therefore Rλ(T )ψn =
1
1−λλn
ψn. Moreover, T
∗ϕn = (IL2 + S
∗)HV un =
(IL2 + S
∗)H(IL2 + S
∗)H
1
2un = (IL2 + S
∗)H
1
2Λ∗un = λ¯nϕn and 〈ψn, ϕm〉L2 =〈
H
1
2un, (IL2 + S
∗)H
1
2um
〉
L2
= 〈Λun, um〉L2 = λn 〈un, um〉L2 = λnδnm for all m,
n ∈ N. The corollary is proved.
For the next corollary, we recall that a family {ϕn} of functions in L
2 is a
Riesz basis (see [4]) for L2 if there exist an invertible operator A ∈ R(L2) and an
orthonormal basis {un} for L
2 such that ϕn = Aun for all n ∈ N.
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Corollary 16. Let T ∈ R
(
L2
)
be an integral operator induced by a K∞ kernel
of Mercer type T 0 and suppose that T is representable as
T =
∑
n
λn 〈·, ϕn〉L2 ψn, {ϕn} ⊂ {ϕ
′
n}, {ψn} ⊂ {ψ
′
n}, (42)
where {ϕ′n} and {ψ
′
n} are Riesz bases for L
2 and {λn} is a family of complex numbers.
Then (
Dj2D
i
1T 0
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
λn [ψn]
(i) (s)[ϕn]
(j) (t), (43)
t
(i)
0 (s) =
∑
n
λn [ψn]
(i) (s)ϕn,
(
t′0
)(j)
(t) =
∑
n
λn[ϕn]
(j) (t)ψn, (44)
[Tf ](i) (s) =
∑
n
λn 〈f, ϕn〉L2 [ψn]
(i) (s), (45)
for all i, j, and all s, t ∈ R, and all f ∈ L2, where the series of (43) converges
C-absolutely in C
(
R
2,C
)
, the two series of (44) both converge in C
(
R, L2
)
, and
the series of (45) converges C-absolutely in C(R,C).
Proof. Assume, with no loss of generality, that λn = |λn| e
ıθn 6= 0 for all n ∈ N.
Since both {ϕ′n} and {ψ
′
n} are Riesz bases, it follows that there exist two invertible
operators A, B ∈ R(L2) and an orthonormal basis {un} for L
2 such that T = AΛB,
where
Λ =
∑
n
λn 〈·, ukn〉L2 umn , umn = A
−1ψn, ukn = (B
∗)−1 ϕn (n ∈ N) (46)
for some subsequences {mn}, {kn} of the sequence {n}
∞
n=1. Introduce operators U ,
|Λ| ∈ R
(
L2
)
, defined by
U =
∑
n
eıθn 〈·, ukn〉L2 umn , |Λ| =
∑
n
|λn| 〈·, ukn〉L2 ukn ,
and it is clear that Λ = U |Λ| and |Λ| ≥ 0. If W = AU |Λ|
1
2 , V = B∗ |Λ|
1
2 , then
WW ∗ = AU |Λ|U∗A∗ = TB−1U∗A∗ ∈ M+(T ), V V ∗ = B∗ |Λ|B = B∗U∗A−1T ∈
M+(T ), and T = AΛB = AU |Λ|
1
2 |Λ|
1
2 B =WV ∗, that is to say T =WV ∗ is an M
factorization for T . In addition to this, for each r ∈ N, Wur = δrkn |λn|
1
2 AUukn =
δrkne
ıθn |λn|
1
2 Aumn = δrkne
ıθn |λn|
1
2 ψn, and V ur = B
∗ |Λ|
1
2 ur = δrkn |λn|
1
2 B∗ukn =
δrkn |λn|
1
2 ϕn, by (46). Then [Wur] (s)[V ur] (t) = δrknλn[ψn](s)[ϕn](t) for all s,
t ∈ R, so that formulae (43)-(45) stated in the theorem are already implied by
corresponding formulae (10)-(12) in Theorem 8(b) when the latter is applied, with
λ = 0, to the above M factorization T = WV ∗ and basis {un}. The corollary is
proved.
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Remark 17. Since, at each fixed regular value λ ∈ Π(T ), the set {Rλ(T )ψ
′
n}
remains a Riesz basis for L2 and, by Theorem 8(a), the resolvent kernel T λ for T 0
is a K∞ kernel of Mercer type, formulae (43)-(45) continue to hold with 0 and ψn
replaced respectively by λ and Rλ(T )ψn, due to the same Corollary 16.
Remark 18. When the Riesz bases {ϕ′n} and {ψ
′
n} are both orthonormal and
when λn → 0 as n → ∞, the assumed representation (42) for T is strongly remi-
niscent of Schmidt’s decomposition for compact operators (see [4], and (63) below).
For any T ∈ R(H), meanwhile, there is a generalized Schmidt’s decomposition due
to I. Fenyo¨ [3]:
Proposition 19. For every operator T ∈ R(H) there exist an orthonormal
basis {xn} ⊂ RanT for RanT , an orthonormal basis {yn} ⊂ RanT
∗ for RanT ∗,
and bounded number sequences {κn}, {µn} in C, such that, for each f ∈ H,
Tf =
∑
n
αn〈f, vn〉Hxn, T f =
∑
n
βn〈f, yn〉Hwn (47)
in the sense of convergence in H, where
αn =
√
|κn|2 + |µn−1|2, vn =
1
αn
(
κnyn + µn−1yn−1
)
(µ0 = 0),
βn =
√
|κn|2 + |µn|2, wn =
1
βn
(κnxn + µnxn+1) .
The elements xn, yn ∈ H (n ∈ N) and the numbers κn, µn ∈ C (n ∈ N),
whose existence the proposition guarantees, can be determined simultaneously in a
recursive way, as follows. Let κ0 = 0, and let x0 = y0 = 0. If, for some positive
integer n, the subset {xj}
n−1
j=0 of RanT , the element yn−1 ∈ H, and the number
κn−1 ∈ C, are already defined, and if
Span
(
{xj}
n−1
j=0
)
6= RanT , (48)
then let the number µn−1 and the element xn of RanT be chosen to satisfy
µn−1xn = Tyn−1 − κn−1xn−1 (49)
subject to the restrictions
∑n−1
j=0 |〈xn, xj〉H|
2 = 0, ‖xn‖H = 1. Next, having made
the proper choice of µn−1 and xn, let κn ∈ C and yn ∈ H be defined from κnyn =
T ∗xn − µn−1yn−1 provided that ‖yn‖H = 1. Either this process of determining xn,
yn, µn−1, and κn, from the previously defined {xj}
n−1
j=0 , yn−1, and κn−1, is repeated
indefinitely with unending growth of n, or it is terminated whenever inequality (48)
fails to hold. In any event, the process may generate different sequences {xn}, {yn},
{κn}, and {µn}, because of a freedom in choosing xn when the right side of (49)
happens to be zero. We do not yet know whether, given a bi-integral operator T
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on H = L2, there always exist operators U1, U2 ∈ R(L
2) such that U1vn = xn and
U2wn = yn for all n ∈ N, with the notation of (47). If so, then an application of
Theorem 8(b) might yield the following result.
Corollary 20. If T ∈ R(L2) is an integral operator with a K∞ kernel T 0 of
Mercer type, then, with the notations of Proposition 19,(
Dj2D
i
1T 0
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
αn [xn]
(i) (s)[vn]
(j) (t),(
Dj2D
i
1T 0
)
(s, t) =
∑
n
βn [wn]
(i) (s)[yn]
(j) (t),
(50)
t
(i)
0 (s) =
∑
n
αn [xn]
(i) (s)vn,
(
t′0
)(j)
(t) =
∑
n
αn[vn]
(j) (t)xn,
t
(i)
0 (s) =
∑
n
βn [wn]
(i) (s)yn,
(
t′0
)(j)
(t) =
∑
n
βn[yn]
(j) (t)wn,
(51)
[Tf ](i) (s) =
∑
n
αn 〈f, vn〉L2 [xn]
(i) (s),
[Tf ](i) (s) =
∑
n
βn 〈f, yn〉L2 [wn]
(i) (s),
(52)
for all i, j, all s, t ∈ R, and all f ∈ L2, where the series of (50) converge C-absolutely
in C
(
R
2,C
)
, the series of (51) converge in C
(
R, L2
)
, and the series of (52) converge
C-absolutely in C(R,C).
.4 Proof of Theorem 9
The proof is broken up into three steps. The first step is to specify a pair of or-
thonormal bases, {fn} for H and {un} for L
2. The second step is to define a unitary
operator from H onto L2 by sending in a suitable manner the basis {fn} onto the
basis {un}. This operator is suggested as U in the theorem, and the third step of
the proof is a straightforward verification that it is indeed as desired.
Step 1. Let S = {Sγ}γ∈G ⊂ R(H) be a family satisfying (14) for some orthonor-
mal sequence {en}
∞
n=1 in H. Let us suppose that we have a pair of orthonormal
bases: {fn} for H and {un} for L
2, where the latter has the property that, for each
i, the i-th derivative, [un]
(i), of [un] belongs to C(R,C):
[un]
(i) ∈ C(R,C) (n ∈ N). (53)
Let us suppose further that each of these bases can be subdivided into two infinite
subsequences: {fn} into {xk}
∞
k=1 and {yk}
∞
k=1, while {un} into {gk}
∞
k=1 and {hk}
∞
k=1,
such that ∑
k
d(xk) ≤ 2 (54)
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and, for each i, ∑
k
∥∥∥[hk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
<∞, (55)
∑
k
d(xk)
∥∥∥[gk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
<∞, (56)
where
d(xk) := 2
(
sup
γ∈G
‖Sγxk‖
1/4
H + sup
γ∈G
‖(Sγ)
∗ xk‖
1/4
H
)
(k ∈ N). (57)
The proof will make use of the orthonormal bases {fn}, {un} just described to define
the action of the desired unitary operator U : H → L2 in the theorem. By using the
assumption (14) and some facts from the theory of wavelets, the following example
affirmatively answers the existence question for such a pair of orthonormal bases.
Example 21. Let N be decomposed into two infinite subsequences {l(k)}∞k=1
and {m(k)}∞k=1, and let {un} be an orthonormal basis for L
2 that has property (53),
and such that, for each i,∥∥∥[un](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
≤ NnDi (n ∈ N), (58)
where {Nn}
∞
n=1, {Di}
∞
i=0 are two sequences of positive reals, the first of which is
subject to the restriction that ∑
k
Nl(k) <∞. (59)
Then the orthonormal basis {un} can be paired (in the sense above) with an
orthonormal basis {fn} for H. Indeed, from conditions (58), (59) it follows that
the requirement (55) may be satisfied for all i by taking hk = ul(k) (k ∈ N). At
the same time, on account of (14) and of (58), the sequence {ek}
∞
k=1 does always
have an infinite subsequence {xk}
∞
k=1 that satisfies both the requirement (54) and
the requirement (56) for each i with gk = um(k) (k ∈ N). Once such a subsequence
{xk}
∞
k=1 of {ek}
∞
k=1 has been fixed, the remaining task is simply to complete the
xk’s to an orthonormal basis, and to let yk (k ∈ N) denote the new elements of that
basis. Now {fn} = {xk}
∞
k=1 ∪ {yk}
∞
k=1 and {un} = {gk}
∞
k=1 ∪ {hk}
∞
k=1 constitute a
pair of orthonormal bases satisfying (53)-(57).
In turn, an explicit example of a basis {un} that obeys the above three conditions
(53), (58), and (59), can be adopted from the wavelet theory, as follows. Let ψ be
the Lemarie´-Meyer wavelet,
[ψ](s) =
1
2π
∫
R
eıξ(
1
2
+s)sgn ξb(|ξ|) dξ (s ∈ R)
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with the bell function b being infinitely smooth and compactly supported on [0,+∞)
(see [6, Example D, p. 62] for details). Then [ψ] is of the Schwartz class S(R), so its
every derivative [ψ](i) is in C(R,C). In addition, the “mother wavelet” ψ generates
an orthonormal basis {ψαβ}α, β∈Z for L
2 by
ψαβ = 2
α
2 ψ(2α · −β) (α, β ∈ Z).
In any manner, rearrange the two-indexed set {ψαβ}α, β∈Z into a simple sequence,
so that it looks like {un}
∞
n=1; clearly each term here, un, has property (53) for each
i. Besides, it is easily verified that a norm estimate like (58) holds for each [un]
(i):
the factors in the right-hand side of (58) may be taken as
Nn =
{
2α
2
n if αn > 0,
2αn/2 if αn ≤ 0,
Di = 2
(i+1/2)2
∥∥∥[ψ](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
,
with the convention that un = ψαnβn (n ∈ N) in conformity with that rearrangement.
This choice of Nn also gives
∑
kNl(k) < ∞ (cf. (59)) whenever {l(k)}
∞
k=1 is a
subsequence of {l}∞l=1 satisfying αl(k) → −∞ as k →∞.
Step 2. In this step our intention is to construct a candidate for the desired
unitary operator U : H → L2 in the theorem. Recalling that
{f1, f2, f3, . . . } = {x1, x2, x3, . . . } ∪ {y1, y2, y3, . . . } ,
{u1, u2, u3, . . . } = {g1, g2, g3, . . . } ∪ {h1, h2, h3, . . . } ,
(60)
where the unions are disjoint, define the unitary operator U from H onto L2 by
setting
Uxk = gk, Uyk = hk for all k ∈ N, (61)
in the harmless assumption that Ufn = un for all n ∈ N.
Step 3. This step of the proof is to show that, in fact, if the unitary operator
U : H → L2 is defined as in (61), then the operators USγU
−1 : L2 → L2 (γ ∈ G) are
all simultaneously bi-Carleman operators with K∞ kernels of Mercer type.
Fix, to begin with, an arbitrary index γ ∈ G, abbreviate Sγ to S, and let
T = USU−1. It is to be proved that T is an integral operator with a K∞ kernel of
Mercer type. The idea is first to conveniently split the operators S, S∗, each into
two parts as follows. If E is the orthogonal projection of H onto Span ({xk}
∞
k=1),
write
S = (IH − E)S + ES, S
∗ = (IH − E)S
∗ + ES∗. (62)
It is an immediate consequence of (54) and (60) that the operators J = SE and
J˜ = S∗E are Hilbert-Schmidt. Write down their Schmidt’s decompositions
J =
∑
n
sn 〈·, pn〉H qn, J˜ =
∑
n
s˜n 〈·, p˜n〉H q˜n, (63)
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and introduce compact operators B and B˜, which are defined by
B =
∑
n
s
1
4
n 〈·, pn〉H qn, B˜ =
∑
n
s˜
1
4
n 〈·, p˜n〉H q˜n; (64)
here the sn are the singular values of J (eigenvalues of (JJ
∗)
1
2 ), {pn}, {qn} are
orthonormal sets in H (the pn are eigenvectors for J
∗J and qn are eigenvectors for
JJ∗). The explanation of the notation for J˜ is similar.
For each f ∈ H, let
c(f) := ‖Bf‖H + ‖B
∗f‖H +
∥∥∥B˜f∥∥∥
H
+
∥∥∥(B˜)∗ f∥∥∥
H
. (65)
Applying Schwarz’s inequality yields
c(xk) =
√∑
n
s
1
2
n |〈xk, pn〉H|
2 +
√∑
n
s
1
2
n |〈xk, qn〉H|
2
+
√∑
n
s˜
1
2
n |〈xk, p˜n〉H|
2 +
√∑
n
s˜
1
2
n |〈xk, q˜n〉H|
2
=
∥∥∥(J∗J) 18 xk∥∥∥
H
+
∥∥∥(JJ∗) 18 xk∥∥∥
H
+
∥∥∥∥((J˜)∗ J˜) 18 xk∥∥∥∥
H
+
∥∥∥∥(J˜ (J˜)∗) 18 xk∥∥∥∥
H
≤ ‖Jxk‖
1
4
H + ‖J
∗xk‖
1
4
H +
∥∥∥J˜xk∥∥∥ 14
H
+
∥∥∥(J˜)∗ xk∥∥∥ 14
H
≤ 2
(
‖Sxk‖
1
4 + ‖S∗xk‖
1
4
)
≤ d(xk) (k ∈ N),
(66)
whence it follows again from (54) and (60) that B and B˜ are both Hilbert-Schmidt
operators, implying ∑
n
s
1
2
n <∞,
∑
n
s˜
1
2
n <∞. (67)
Now define Q = (IH −E)S
∗, Q˜ = (IH−E)S. Since {yk} is, by construction, an
orthonormal basis for the subspace (IH − E)H, it follows that
Qf =
∑
k
〈Qf, yk〉H yk =
∑
k
〈f, Syk〉H yk,
Q˜f =
∑
k
〈
Q˜f, yk
〉
H
yk =
∑
k
〈f, S∗yk〉H yk
(68)
for all f ∈ H, with the series converging in H.
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Having considered the splittings (62), which now look like
S = Q˜+
(
J˜
)∗
, S∗ = Q+ J∗, (69)
our next task is to verify that each of the four operators UQU−1, UQ˜U−1, UJ∗U−1,
and U
(
J˜
)∗
U−1, is a Carleman operator with a kernel satisfying conditions (i), (ii) in
Definition 6. The checking is straightforward, and goes by representing all pertinent
kernels and Carleman functions as infinitely smooth sums of termwise differentiable
series of infinitely smooth functions, without any use of the method of Section 2.
Theorems on termwise differentiation of series will however be used repeatedly (and
usually tacitly) in the subsequent analysis.
If P = UQU−1, P˜ = UQ˜U−1, then from (68) and (61) it follows that, for each
f ∈ L2,
Pf =
∑
k
〈f, Thk〉L2 hk, P˜ f =
∑
k
〈f, T ∗hk〉L2 hk, (70)
in the sense of convergence in L2. Represent the equivalence classes Thk, T
∗hk ∈ L
2
(k ∈ N) by the Fourier expansions with respect to the orthonormal basis {un}:
Thk =
∑
n
〈yk, S
∗fn〉H un, T
∗hk =
∑
n
〈yk, Sfn〉H un,
where the convergence is in the L2 norm. But somewhat more than that can be said
about convergence, namely that, for each fixed i, the series∑
n
〈yk, S
∗fn〉H [un]
(i)(s),
∑
n
〈yk, Sfn〉H [un]
(i)(s) (k ∈ N) (71)
converge in the norm of C(R,C). Indeed, all the series are dominated everywhere
on R by one series ∑
n
(‖S∗fn‖H + ‖Sfn‖H)
∣∣∣[un](i)(s)∣∣∣ ,
which is uniformly convergent on R for the following reason: its component subseries
(cf. (61))∑
k
(‖Sxk‖H + ‖S
∗xk‖H)
∣∣∣[gk](i)(s)∣∣∣ , ∑
k
(‖Syk‖H + ‖S
∗yk‖H)
∣∣∣[hk](i)(s)∣∣∣
are uniformly convergent on R because they are in turn dominated by the convergent
series ∑
k
d(xk)
∥∥∥[gk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
,
∑
k
2‖S‖
∥∥∥[hk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
, (72)
respectively (see (57), (54), (56), and (55)).
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It is now evident that the pointwise sums of the series of (71) define functions
that belong to C(R,C) and that are none other than [Thk]
(i), [T ∗hk]
(i) (k ∈ N),
respectively. Moreover, the above arguments prove that given any i, there exists a
positive constant Ci such that∥∥∥[Thk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
< Ci,
∥∥∥[T ∗hk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
< Ci,
for all k. Hence, by (55), it is possible to infer that, for all i, j, the series∑
k
[hk]
(i) (s)[Thk]
(j) (t),
∑
k
[hk]
(i) (s)[T ∗hk]
(j) (t)
converge and even absolutely in the norm of C
(
R
2,C
)
. This makes it clear that
functions P , P˜ : R2 → C, defined by
P (s, t) =
∑
k
[hk] (s)[Thk] (t), P˜ (s, t) =
∑
k
[hk] (s)[T ∗hk] (t), (73)
satisfy condition (i) in Definition 6.
Now we prove that (Carleman) functions p, p˜ : R→ L2, defined by
p(s) = P (s, ·) =
∑
k
[hk] (s)Thk, p˜(s) = P˜ (s, ·) =
∑
k
[hk] (s)T
∗hk, (74)
are both subject to requirement (ii) in Definition 6. Indeed, the series displayed
converge absolutely in the C
(
R, L2
)
norm, because those two series whose terms
are respectively |[hk] (s)| ‖Thk‖L2 (k ∈ N) and |[hk] (s)| ‖T
∗hk‖L2 (k ∈ N) are dom-
inated by the second series of (72) with i = 0. For the remaining i, a similar
reasoning implies the same convergence behavior of the series
∑
k [hk]
(i) (s)Thk,∑
k [hk]
(i) (s)T ∗hk. The asserted property of both Carleman functions p and p˜ to
satisfy (ii) then follows by the corresponding theorem on termwise differentiation of
series.
From (55) it follows that the series of (70), viewed as series in C(R,C), converge
(and even absolutely) in C(R,C) norm, and therefore that their pointwise sums
are none other than [Pf ] and
[
P˜ f
]
, respectively. On the other hand, the estab-
lished properties of the series of (74) and of (73) make it possible to write, for each
temporarily fixed s ∈ R, the following chains of relations
∑
k
〈f, Thk〉L2 [hk] (s) =
〈
f,
∑
k
[hk] (s)Thk
〉
L2
=
∫
R
(∑
k
[hk] (s)[Thk] (t)
)
f(t) dt =
∫
R
P (s, t)f(t) dt,
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∑
k
〈f, T ∗hk〉L2 [hk] (s) =
〈
f,
∑
k
[hk] (s)T
∗hk
〉
L2
=
∫
R
(∑
k
[hk] (s)[T ∗hk] (t)
)
f(t) dt =
∫
R
P˜ (s, t)f(t) dt
whenever f is in L2. These imply that P and P˜ are Carleman integral operators,
the kernels of which are P and P˜ respectively, both are subject to requirements (i),
(ii) in Definition 6 by what precedes.
Now we consider the Hilbert-Schmidt integral operators F = UJ∗U−1 and F˜ =
U
(
J˜
)∗
U−1 on L2, and prove that the kernels of these operators are K∞ kernels.
Associate with Schmidt’s decompositions (63) for J , J˜ two functions F , F˜ : R2 → C,
defined by
F (s, t) =
∑
n
s
1
2
n [UB
∗qn] (s)[UBpn] (t)(
=
∑
n
sn [Upn] (s)[Uqn] (t)
)
,
F˜ (s, t) =
∑
n
s˜
1
2
n
[
U
(
B˜
)∗
q˜n
]
(s)
[
UB˜p˜n
]
(t)(
=
∑
n
s˜n [Up˜n] (s)[Uq˜n] (t)
)
,
(75)
whenever s, t are in R; for the auxiliary operators B, B˜ here used, see (64). It is to
be noted that without the square brackets the bilinear series just written do converge
almost everywhere on R2 to Hilbert-Schmidt kernels that induce respectively F and
F˜ (see (67)). Hence, and again because of (67), the conclusion that the above-
defined functions F and F˜ are the kernels of F and F˜ , respectively, and are subject
to condition (i) of Definition 6 can be inferred as soon as it is known that for each
fixed i the terms of the sequences{
[UBpk]
(i)
}
,
{
[UB∗qk]
(i)
}
,
{[
UB˜p˜k
](i)}
,
{[
U
(
B˜
)∗
q˜k
](i)}
(76)
make sense, are all in C(R,C), and their C(R,C) norms are bounded, regardless of
k. To see that the conditions just listed are all fulfilled, it suffices to observe that,
once i is fixed, all the series∑
n
〈pk, B
∗fn〉H [un]
(i) (s),
∑
n
〈qk, Bfn〉H [un]
(i) (s),
∑
n
〈
p˜k,
(
B˜
)∗
fn
〉
H
[un]
(i) (s),
∑
n
〈
q˜k, B˜fn
〉
H
[un]
(i) (s) (k ∈ N)
(77)
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(which, with i = 0, are merely the L2-convergent Fourier expansions, with respect to
the orthonormal basis {un}, for UBpk, UB
∗qk, UB˜p˜k, and U(B˜)
∗q˜k, respectively)
are dominated by one series ∑
n
c(fn)
∣∣∣[un](i) (s)∣∣∣ ,
where c(f) is defined in (65) above. This last series is uniformly convergent on R,
because it is composed of the two subseries∑
n
c(xk)
∣∣∣[gk](i) (s)∣∣∣ , ∑
n
c(yk)
∣∣∣[hk](i) (s)∣∣∣
that converge uniformly in R, having as their dominant series the convergent series∑
k
d(xk)
∥∥∥[gk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
,
∑
k
2
(
‖B‖+
∥∥∥B˜∥∥∥) ∥∥∥[hk](i)∥∥∥
C(R,C)
(see (66), (56), (55)). Thus, for each i, all the series in (77) converge (and even
absolutely) in the C(R,C) norm, and their sums are none other than, respectively,
[UBpk]
(i), [UB∗qk]
(i),
[
UB˜p˜k
](i)
, and
[
U(B˜)∗q˜k
](i)
, (k ∈ N). Then, in virtue of
(67) and the above-established boundedness of the sequences of (76) in C(R,C), the
series∑
n
s
1
2
n [UB
∗qn]
(i) (s)[UBpn]
(j) (t),
∑
n
s˜
1
2
n
[
U
(
B˜
)∗
q˜n
](i)
(s)
[
UB˜p˜n
](j)
(t)
converge (and even absolutely) in C
(
R
2,C
)
, for all i, j. This in conjunction with
(75) is sufficient to conclude that both the functions F and F˜ satisfy condition (i)
of Definition 6, and are the Hilbert-Schmidt kernels of F and of F˜ , respectively.
Again by the properties of the sequences of (76) and by (67), the series∑
n
s
1
2
n [UB∗qn]
(i) (s)UBpn,
∑
n
s
1
2
nUB
∗qn[UBpn]
(i) (s),
∑
n
s˜
1
2
n
[
U
(
B˜
)∗
q˜n
](i)
(s)UB˜p˜n,
∑
n
s˜
1
2
nU
(
B˜
)∗
q˜n
[
UB˜p˜n
](i)
(s)
converge and even absolutely in the C
(
R, L2
)
norm, for each i. Observe, via (75),
that four of these series, namely those with i = 0, represent the Carleman functions
f(s) = F (s, ·), f ′(s) = F (·, s), f˜(s) = F˜ (s, ·), and f˜
′
(s) = F˜ (·, s), respectively,
which therefore do satisfy conditions (ii), (iii) in Definition 6. This finally implies
that the Hilbert-Schmidt kernels F and F˜ are K∞ kernels of F and of F˜ , respec-
tively.
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In accordance with (69), the operator T (which, recall, is the transform by U of
S) and its adjoint decompose as T = P˜ + F˜ , T ∗ = P + F where all the terms are
already known to be Carleman operators, with kernels satisfying (i), (ii). Hence,
both T and T ∗ are Carleman operators, and their kernels, say T and T ∗, defined as
T (s, t) = P˜ (s, t) + F˜ (s, t), T ∗(s, t) = P (s, t) + F (s, t) (78)
for all s, t ∈ R, inherit the smoothness properties (i), (ii) from their terms. But
then, since the operator T is bi-integral, T (s, t) = T ∗(t, s) for all s, t ∈ R; hence
T (·, t) = T ∗(t, ·) in the L2 sense for each fixed t ∈ R. That implies that the kernel
T also satisfies condition (iii) in Definition 6, and is thus a K∞ kernel that induces
the bi-Carleman operator T .
This K∞ kernel T is moreover of Mercer type. A main ingredient in proving the
claim is the following remark: if d(xk) are defined as in (57), if U is defined as in
(61), and if an operator A ∈ R(H) fulfils
2
(
‖Axk‖
1
4
H + ‖A
∗xk‖
1
4
H
)
≤ d(xk) for each k ∈ N,
then, like T = USU−1, the operator UAU−1 is a bi-Carleman operator with a K∞
kernel, no matter whether A is in the initial family S or not. This additional feature
of U may be checked by directly applying the above verification procedure, leading
from (62) to (78), to the operator A in place of S.
If now a nonzero operator A is restricted to lie in the set M(S), then what-
ever its representation from among those in (3) is, the scalar multiple A1 =
(16max {‖M‖, ‖N‖})−1 ·A of A obeys the following easily verifiable inequality valid
for all k ∈ N:
2
(
‖A1xk‖
1
4
H + ‖A
∗
1xk‖
1
4
H
)
≤ 2
(
‖Sxk‖
1
4
H + ‖S
∗xk‖
1
4
H
)
≤ d(xk).
By the above remark, this implies that the unitary operator U defined in (61) carries,
besides S, every other member, A, of M(S) onto an integral operator, UAU−1,
with a K∞ kernel. Then, since M(T ) = UM(S)U−1, the K∞ kernel T of T ,
constructed in (78) above, is of Mercer type by virtue of the definition. Moreover,
since T = USγU
−1 where the index γ was arbitrarily fixed, it follows that all the
operators Tγ = USγU
−1 (γ ∈ G) are bi-Carleman operators whose kernels are K∞
kernels of Mercer type.
The only thing that remains to be proved is that those K∞ kernels which induce
finite linear combinations of USγU
−1 (γ ∈ G) are also of Mercer type. Indeed,
consider any finite linear combination G =
∑
zγSγ with
∑
|zγ | ≤ 1. It is seen easily
that, for each n,∥∥∥∑ zγSγen∥∥∥
H
≤ sup
γ∈G
‖Sγen‖H ,
∥∥∥∑ zγ (Sγ)∗ en∥∥∥
H
≤ sup
γ∈G
‖(Sγ)
∗ en‖H .
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There is, therefore, no barrier to assuming that G was, from the start, in the initial
family S. The proof of the theorem is now complete.
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